На нашей территории официальными считаются 23 языка. Мы начали распространять 400 000 экземпляров книги «Великая надежда» на английском, а сейчас готовим перевод этой книги на оставшиеся 22 языка. Все члены церкви вдохновлены этим проектом. Каждый человек — администратор, пастор, учитель, студент, рядовой член церкви — принимает участие в этом проекте по распространению книги на нашей территории.

Джон Ратхинарадж | Президент

Западно-Центральный Африканский дивизион (WAD)

Наши члены церкви с удовольствием принимают участие в этом проекте, вида, какой невероятный отклик у людей он вызывает. К примеру, в Сьерра-Леоне члены церкви решили использовать эту книгу в качестве пособия по изучению во время евангельской программы. В результате этой программы приняло крещение 400 человек и еще 300 готовится к крещению.

В Нигерии тренер футбольной команды получил экземпляр книги. Прочитав ее, он пришел к нам, взял еще 44 книги и раздал своим игрокам и друзьям. Позже он вернулся, чтобы сказать нам о своем желании присоединиться к распространению этой книги. Мы уже раздали 7 миллионов книг, и это только начало. Мы благодарны Богу за то, как Он может использовать каждого человека, чтобы выполнить Его поручение.

Гилберт Вари | Президент

Южно-Азиатский дивизион (SUD)

На нашей территории официальными считаются 23 языка. Мы начали распространять 400 000 экземпляров книги «Великая надежда» на английском, а сейчас готовим перевод этой книги на оставшиеся 22 языка. Все члены церкви вдохновлены этим проектом. Каждый человек — администратор, пастор, учитель, студент, рядовой член церкви — принимает участие в этом проекте по распространению книги на нашей территории.

Джон Ратхинарадж | Президент

Евро-Африканский дивизион (EUD)

Одна женщина из церкви приобрела 50 экземпляров книги в издательстве и положила в свою машину, чтобы отвезти домой. По пути домой она попала в большую пробку. Машины практически не двигались с места, и поэтому она решила провести время за изучением Библии и урока субботней школы. Внезапно кто-то постучался в окно. Человек из соседней машины заинтересовался, что она читает. Они начали разговаривать о прочитанном, и люди из других машин присоединились к их беседе, обсуждая Библию, жизнь, свои убеждения и сомнения.

Во время разговора, женщину посетила мысль раздать книги из своей машины этим людям. За несколько минут все 50 экземпляров «Великой надежды» были розданы. Если вы захотите, Дух Святой использует даже дорожную пробку, чтобы вы могли рассказать людям о Божьей любви!

Бруно Вертальер | Президент
One six-year-old boy was listening to his pastor and asked how much a book cost. When he counted his money he found that he had just enough to buy one book, which he bought to give to his school teacher because he wanted his classmates to know more about this subject, so he brought the book home to read to his family. He was so impressed with the message of the book that he asked her to send him a copy. On August 24 of this year, after an hour and a half she read to him from the book she had with her. So for an hour and a half she read to him from the book she had with her.

**Greater Middle East Union (GMEU)**

The Great Hope

We are now translating The Great Hope into local languages and, by God’s grace, we will start printing within six months. If we attempt it, we would be arrested and the books seized if we attempted it.

In most of our area it is also impossible to deliver newspapers to be distributed this way, but books are something special and people received them gladly; some even asking for additional copies for family members and friends.

Our division committed to distributing 10 million copies of The Great Hope in a single day through a massive effort of our members going through neighborhoods, malls, and airports. In Nairobi, one member alone in Tanzania has paid for 1 million books. In Nairobi, 62 million, 25 million copies were downloaded electronically. Of that 47 million books were printed.

**West-Central Africa Division (WCD)**

What we can do is share it with them. In most of our area it is also impossible to distribute. Everyone had to be involved in distributing this book to those we love. This is a service and we are building relationships by distributing this book to our neighbors, spreading it in the stores, at the airports, in the post offices.

Наш дивизион решил распространить 10 миллионов книг «Великая надежда». Члены церкви покупают и распространяют книги.

Один член церкви из Таанании оплатил 1 миллион книг. Другой, член церкви из Найроби купил полмиллиона книг. Эти значительные вклады — наравне с бесчисленным множеством более мелких — приближают нас к поставленной цели. Слава Богу!

**East-Central Africa Division (ECD)**

One member alone in Tanzania has paid for 1 million books. Our members are the ones who are doing all this, and we are seeing a massive effort on the part of our members going through neighborhoods, malls and airports. In Nairobi, 62 million, 25 million copies were downloaded electronically. Of that 47 million books were printed.

**South-America Division (SAD)**

We printed 47 million books on a Portuguese and an Spanish language, and an electronic version of the book was loaded on more than 15 million readers. Of these 62 million, 25 million of the copies were distributed in a single day through a massive effort of our members going through neighborhoods, malls and airports. In Nairobi. 62 million, 25 million copies were downloaded electronically. Of that 47 million books were printed.
All Saints Day—celebrated on November 1 and 2—is a major event. We are planning a mass distribution of books to the general population. In the Christian areas of the Philippines and surrounding countries, this is a time of great interest in the Sabbath. People who have received this book and contacted us have asked for more information, so we send them the full version of the book to learn more.

Jairyong Lee | President

Northern Asia-Pacific Division (NSD)

They have been particularly interested in the Sabbath. They have asked for more information, so we send them the full version of the book to learn more.

Alberto Gulfan Jr. | President

We are now launching the second campaign in November, and it will continue through all of 2013 and beyond. We are hoping that our distributions will spread these books as far as 2015 and beyond.

Jairyong Lee | President

Northern Asia-Pacific Division (NSD)

In addition to the book itself, we have prepared two magazines to spark the interest of those who are visited. One is just one of many examples of how we present these books. The other is more directly religious, laying out in simple, easy-to-understand language the themes and encouraging readers to get the materials we have prepared for them.

Daniel Jackson | President

Trans-European Division (TED)

We have committed young people in our schools who are learning to go out and distribute literature. The young people who have already done this are very enthusiastic, and I want every book that woman ever wrote. This has been a huge blessing to us. That couple declared, “I want every book that woman ever wrote. This has been a huge blessing to us.”

Daniel Jackson | President

Trans-European Division (TED)

The best story I can tell you comes from California. A group of young people, will step up and be active in their stores and include a copy with their purchases. The education department of the division has been advertising the book online and has already given away 500 copies to individuals requesting it.

Alberto Gulfan Jr. | President

Northern Asia-Pacific Division (NSD)

Just a few days ago I had five taxi drivers in my office who told me that they are giving away the book “Большая надежда” to everyone who rides in their taxis, which adds up to more than 100 books distributed each day. A group of 20 taxi drivers is doing this. This is just one of many examples of how we are spreading the book. It will continue through all of 2013 and beyond.

Jairyong Lee | President

Northern Asia-Pacific Division (NSD)

Самая впечатляющая история, что я вам могу рассказать, произошла в Калифорнии. Группа молодых людей решили совершать служение из дома в дом. Девушка из этой группы в начале лета подарила хозяйину одного из домов экземпляр книги “Большая надежда”. Когда спустя некоторое время она пришла с другой литературой в этот дом, хозяйка пригласила ее пройти внутрь. Ее муж зашел в комнату и сказал: “Я возьму все книги, которые написала эта женщина. Ее книга стала для нас настоящим благословением”. Эта супружеская пара стала посещать церковь.

Дэниел Джексон | Президент

Северо-Американский дивизион (NAD)

We are hoping that our distributions will spread these books as far as 2015 and beyond.

Jairyong Lee | President

Northern Asia-Pacific Division (NSD)

Northern Asia-Pacific Division (NSD)

С Божьей помощью мы уже распространяли 5 миллионов книг на нашей территории.

Дэниел Джексон | Президент

Северо-Американский дивизион (NAD)
**Southern Africa-Indian Ocean Division (SID)**

In June, the first action to distribute books across the division. Over the course of a few minutes, the number of books had increased significantly. One woman, who had received the book, was the wife of a pastor of another church. They took the book to their national parliament, and they were warmly welcomed. We believe this will bear its fruit.

When they arrived at the church, they were given the opportunity to share their testimony about their experience. They came back with more books. Most of the group decided to leave; at least not until they told them they would be coming back and bringing back more books. We are working on distributing 3 to 4 million copies of the full version of the book.

Barry Oliver | President

**Inter-American Division (IAD)**

We are working on distributing the book to members of their national legislature, but they were convinced of the truth of the message.

One woman who received the book asked me, “What took you so long?”

Gina Hernandez and Revelation.

Ted Wilson | President and Delbert Barry Oliver | President

**Step to Christ**

The Great Hope Project has been doing with this project. It has resulted in visits to our churches, Bible study sessions and increased interest in the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation.

Ted Wilson | President and Delbert

Barry Oliver | President

**General Conference (GC)**

Project Great Hope has shown signs of success in the process of distributing books through various channels. The Work of the Publishing Ministry and the Impact of the Full Version Project has resulted in direct and immediate benefits to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Desire of Ages**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the full and adapted versions of the book. The Great Hope, as well as other books, have been distributed to our people throughout the world.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Symposium on Adventist History**

We would like to thank everyone who has been involved for allowing God to use you in this really inspiring project. It has been a privilege to work with you all.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**South Pacific Division (SPD)**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Channel**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Project**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Channel**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Project**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Channel**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Project**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.

Ted Wilson | President

Barry Oliver | President

**Great Hope Channel**

We have been preparing a comprehensive strategy to distribute the book. As soon as they are ready, which we expect to be within a few days, they will be shipped to our people throughout the South Pacific.